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General Approach
This section reviews our goals for interactivity in these innovative “item” tasks and presents several
frameworks for development, including assessment, simulation, and a software design pattern to
support these frameworks.  Several HTML5/Javascript platforms and libraries are suggested based
on established goals for interactivity and authenticity of this physics task.

Interactivity
In addition to the overarching goal of demonstrating the potential of HTML5 for authentic interactive
assessment tasks, the three goals we’ve established for interactivity are: tangible interactions,
system responsiveness, and customizable dashboard displays -- all in service of the meta-goal of
more authentic science inquiry practice to increase immersion of experience for (and reduce
obtrusion of assessment upon) the user.

Tangible interaction concerns components of experimentation and resulting data/visualizations --
especially in a multi-touch, mobile/tablet first mindset.  Students should touch the experiments and
touch the data.  They should be able to move it all around and literally shape their designs as they
conceive them.  They more they touch the screen, the more relevant data we can collect as evidence
of their performance.

System responsiveness concerns the fact that students should feel like they’re doing actual science
work as much as possible (think about face validity of performance assessments).  Even in a 2D
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platform setting, the subtleties of interaction can be quite convincing.  Fluidity of component
appearance/removal, response to user inputs, and minor details -- such as the way a wheel
accelerates naturally and rolls down a ramp and bounces slightly at the bottom before decelerating
to a stop --  can have a significant effect on this element of interactivity.

A focus on customizable dashboard displays can help us conceptualize the ways in which we can
take advantage of the affordances granted by mobile/tablet spaces for interactivity, in the face of
simulating authenticity.  When should the tablet function as a dashboard (as the test taker needs to
interact with data), and when should the dashboard disappear to let the test taker perform other
types of authentic tasks?  When both need to happen simultaneously (interactive data and authentic
performance) what does the dashboard do then?  It is possible that the test taker’s choice of
dashboard arrangement can serve as evidence for assessing performance.

ECD and the Four-Process Architecture for Assessment Delivery

Thinking about the big picture of how these innovative “items” (tasks) can fit into evidence
centered assessment design (ECD) and its four-process architecture can serve us well as we consider
the management of data and components to be delivered to (and recorded about) the test taker
across these innovative item/tasks -- note the blue parts of the diagram represent data flows.  To
develop this current task, we are mostly concerned with the Presentation Process and Response
Processing.   For example, what are the work products generated by a test taker as she completes
the task, and how are they packaged for response processing?

In developing and demonstrating this task, though, a keen eye toward how this task might fit into a
larger Composite Library -- as well as how task performance data might be handled in a larger
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Summary Scoring Process (including other skateboarding tasks that are yet to be developed).

Four Spaces of Simulation
Since we are building a simulation task, here we are concerned with the dimensions of task design
and the role of simulation, including four distinct “spaces” in simulations: Problem Space, Tool
Space, Solution Space, and Response Space.  Briefly (quoted from the linked paper) these spaces are:

Problem Space
“An activity inherently holds a goal that leads to the conceptualization of the
problem being solved. The problem may be informational and procedural (find the
information x) or it may be affective or motivational (entertain yourself)....In
real-world tasks, the openness of the problem space may vary. In some cases, the goal
and corresponding solutions are clear (add the numbers); in other cases, the problem
space is left purposely ambiguous because reconstructing the problem formulation
may be part of the tasks itself.”

Tool Space
“Activities are accomplished with tools. In some cases, the tools are simply the
intellective capabilities of the learner; in other cases, additional affordances may be
provided. Tools can be considered any affordance that potentially improves the
performance of the individual over the same state without the tool.”

Solution Space
“Another important use of simulations is to provide environments in which learners
can undertake a broad range of potential avenues of activity in complex domains.
This is the goal of using simulation to broaden the solution space. By solution space,
we mean the set of possible activities that can be undertaken to accomplish a goal.
This is the key to the open-ended activity of unstructured daily life.”

Response Space
“Response space is concerned with the range of possible interactions relevant to
aspects of the interaction that will be evaluated. The notion of the actions relevant to
evaluation is important so as to distinguish response as interaction in some aspect of
the simulation versus response as creation of work products that will be evaluated.”

With this simulation task, we are concerned with conceptualizing how these four spaces
manifest, and how they can help us to understand the interactions between the test taker
and the simulation as well as the simulation and the larger assessment system into which
this type of item/task will eventually be incorporated.

MVC Design Pattern
The Model-View-Controller (MVC) software design pattern can be helpful to conceptualize the
relationship between the user and the system regarding what the user sees and does and how the
various data and content streams are managed.  There are certainly many different design patterns,
but the MVC seems to be a good fit for our interactivity goals -- as well as the broader-scope
intentions of integrating the four spaces of simulation into a robust ECD four-process architecture.

Platforms, Engines, and Libraries
We’ve previously discussed options  for libraries and engines to be used in development of this task,
including options for isometric projection and physics simulation.  Additional libraries and
frameworks are suggested here in terms of multi-touch interaction, the MVC design pattern, and
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potential implementation of full 3D interaction.

Isogenic is the isometric engine that works with Box2D.  An alternative isometric engine to consider
is sheetengine.  Here’s a great language reference for the ActionScript port of Box2D, which is
apparently identical to the Javascript port.  KineticJS and HammerJS look to be the two best options
for incorporating multi-touch libraries into development.  BriteJS, Ember, and Angular look to be
equally good MVC frameworks for Javascript.  Finally, if we do want to consider full 3D as an option,
here’s a list of 3D engines for HTML5, and Turbulenz is a contender that looks fantastic -- 2D and 3D
physics!

Wheel Roll Comparison Task

Overview
The Wheel Roll Comparison task is an exploratory physics simulation/experimentation task lending
itself to unobtrusive assessment.  During this task, a user can add wheels to a ramp, manipulate the
dimensions of the ramp, run multiple trials with different wheels and dimensions, and view
tabulated data of variables measured during these trials.  The overall purpose of the assessment
task is for the user to form an evidence-based argument concerning the effect of wheel diameter on
rolling speed.

Components
There are several primary interactive components required for this task, including: a wheel, a ramp,
a data table, rulers, text inputs, and review controls.

Wheel
Up to three instances of the wheel object can be placed on the canvas.  The diameter
of each wheel instance can be resized within the variable range described below.
The wheels can roll and bounce according to realistic physical properties.

Ramp
The ramp object has length, width, and height.  The ramp contains three distinct
tracks for rolling wheels, with the width of the ramp consistent across all tracks (0.5
m total).  The ramp surface is relatively smooth, like polished wood.

The width of the ramp cannot be adjusted by the user.  The height and length of the
ramp can be adjusted by the user.

The ramp needs a mechanism at the top for holding and simultaneously launching all
three wheels -- probably a vertical gate that quickly descends into the floor of the
ramp tracks will work fine.  Practical alternative: create the mechanism of
simultaneous release without a visual representation.

The ramp also needs a set of bumpers (or a solid rail) at the bottom to stop the
wheels from rolling completely off the ramp.  At a reasonable distance before the
end of the ramp, there should be a “finish” line across the lamp to mark the end of
the trial distance.

Data Table
The data table object should have nine columns and five rows (including a header
row).  See below for the example structure (plus 3 more rows for 3 more trials).
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Trial # Wheel 1
Size

Wheel 1
Time

Wheel 2
Size

Wheel 2
Time

Wheel 3
Size

Wheel 3
Time

Ramp
Height

Ramp
Length

1 50 mm 1.37 s 65 mm 1.37 s 70 mm 1.37 s 2 m 6 m

The data table is minimally interactive from its initial instantiation on the canvas --
the user can slide it back and forth from the margin to gain a full view.  As the
number of trials increases (minimum of 2 trials), the interactivity of the data table
increases: rows can be selected to initiate a review of the previously conducted trials.

Rulers
Two ruler objects appear when the height and length of the ramp object are being
adjusted.  One ruler is placed alongside the height edge of the ramp, and one ruler is
placed along the length edge of the ramp.  These rulers should be marked with lines
to designate meters and half meters, but not centimeters.

Each ruler should have a “slider” tab to magnify the current readout of the height or
length of the ramp.  These tabs should be irregular pentagons with a text label at
the flat base to show the current numeric readout (at the 0.1 meter level).

These tabs slide along the face of the ruler, with the triangular point aligning with
the leading edge of the ramp as it is adjusted (length or height) -- also aligning with
the appropriate spot on the ruler.

Text Inputs
An open-ended text input object should be provided to allow for completion of the
constructed response item as the user writes his/her evidence-based argument.  It
should contain an embedded “Submit” button.

Review Controls
These controls consist of a slider bar for scrubbing through recorded “video” of
previously run trials.  Alternatively, the controls might consist of a “play” button,
without the option for bi-directional scrubbing.

Graphics
As much as possible, graphic objects created for this task should be SVG format.

We should also adopt a CSS styling theme or skin that is conducive to future choice amongst users
and cross-platform compatibility.  It’s likely that such future-proofing is integrated into many of the
engine/library options identified above.

Trial Variables
Several variables should be tracked during the run of each trial, primarily to populate the data
table:

● Trial Number
○ Range: 1-4

● Wheel Diameter (x 3) --> Track 1, Track 2, Track 3
○ Range: 50-75 millimeters, in 5 millimeter increments

● Wheel Roll Time (x 3)
○ measured in seconds, calculate based on calculated speed of wheels
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○ speed of wheels is constant across diameters and variable according to ramp slope
(and resulting change acceleration)

● Ramp Height
○ Range: 1 - 3 meters, in 0.5 meter increments

● Ramp Length
○ Range: 3 - 9 meters, in 0.5 meter increments

Calculations for hypotenuse (length of ramp track), slope, acceleration, final velocity, and time for
each combination of ramp length and height have been made.  These are included as a separate
spreadsheet.

Formulas are as follows:

Hypotenuse:  H =√length  eight 2+ h 2

Slope: in(x)  height/Hs =  

Acceleration:  (accounts for wheel rotation in addition to gravity)  in(slope) .8m/s /7A = s ×9 2×5

Final Velocity:  V f = √2 (A in )× s (slope) (H)

Time: /AT = V f

Performance Variables
Thinking in terms of ECD work products, we should also consider tracking as many user
performance variables as possible throughout the task.  Tracking these data is conducive to
sophisticated unobtrusive performance assessment.  Considering the purpose of the task at hand,
creating such performance tracking infrastructure is  also a relatively low priority during this first
round of development.

The following performance variables should be fairly easy to track.

Table Views
Track each time the user views the data table (drags into full view).

Trial Reviews
Track which trials a user reviews, and when.  Track how many times the review is
repeated, if any.

Ramp Adjustment Process
Track each adjustment in the ramp dimensions, including adjustments that are not
final.  For example, a user adjusts ramp height to 3 meters, then to 1.5 meters, and
then to 2 meters -- track all three values, with time stamps.

Wheel Swapping Process
Similarly, track the wheel changing process, including wheel changes that are not
final.  Include wheel diameter, track choice, and timestamp.

Argument Construction Process
Track the typing of the user as he/she writes an argument.  Track the character or
word counts in each segment of typing activity.

Linkage Generation Process
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Track each argument/data linkage created by the user, including the text and data
highlighted as well as when the linkage occurred.  Track linkage deletions as well.

These performance data are useful for tracking potentially meaningful patterns of
interactions that can serve as procedural evidence in assessment of test taker performance.
For example, a user may view the data table, swap 2 of 3 wheels, adjust the ramp, swap
again 1 of the 2 previously swapped wheels, and then run the next trial.  The fact that all
these things happened between two trials may or may not be relevant, but that gathering
the data for analysis is better than not having the data should they prove to be useful for
assessment.

Task Steps
This section is a high-granularity step-by-step walk-through of task processes and interactions.

Task Initiation and Introduction
The task begins with an explanation to the user.  The ramp and the wheel mechanism are presented
to the student simultaneously with a text box containing the explanation:

Use the ramp and wheel to write an evidence based argument about the effect of
wheel diameter on the speed of skateboard wheels on a ramp.

You can change wheel diameter, ramp height, and ramp length.

You can test up to three wheels at once on the ramp.

You can run a total of four trials.

The text box has an embedded “OK” button.  The user clicks OK to continue.  The text box
disappears and the user can now add wheels and/or change the ramp size.

Add Wheels to Ramp
The Wheel component becomes active and the user can begin adding wheels to the ramp.  Below is
the process for adding a single wheel to the ramp:

1. user drags new instance of wheel onto canvas from wheel component
2. user adjusts diameter of wheel (using pinch gesture)
3. user drags wheel to one of three tracks
4. user releases wheel in track

a. If track is currently occupied with wheel, user will not be able to release wheel
5. ramp model is updated with track number and wheel diameter
6. track label view is updated with current wheel diameter (taken from ramp model) upon

placement

This process may be repeated up to three times until all tracks are full (changing wheels is covered
below).

Once at least one track has a wheel placed, the user can run a trial.

Roll Wheels Down Ramp (Run Trial)
In order to run a trial, at least one track must contain a wheel.

Before the wheels roll down the track, calculate velocity, acceleration, and roll time based on ramp
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height and length (see spreadsheet file and also formulas shown above).

The user releases the wheels by engaging with a lever or button on the side of the ramp.

The wheels roll down the ramp, all crossing the “finish line” simultaneously -- regardless of wheel
diameter.  However, the wheels should roll faster or slower based on ramp slope (and resulting
acceleration/velocity).

After crossing the finish line, the wheels collide with stoppers (or a small rim) at the bottom of the
ramp.  The wheels should bounce slightly upon impact and decelerate gracefully as their momentum
is absorbed.

At some point during this run -- anytime following the final calculations before launch, actually --
the trial data model should be updated with the values from this current trial.

Following the completion of each trial, the user has the option to view the data table (automatically
available), change wheels, change the ramp dimensions, run another trial (with or without
changing wheels and/or ramp dimensions), or proceed to writing an argument.  Additionally, once
at least two trials have been run, the user has the option to review trials.

The user may run a maximum of four trials.  Once the fourth trial has been completed, the user can
no longer change wheels, adjust the ramp, or run another trial.  Reviewing trials and viewing the
data table are still options, though.

The user may initiate the process of writing his/her argument by clicking a “Write Argument”
button that appears upon completion of each trial.

View Data Table
The data table object slides gracefully into the margin upon completion of each trial run.  The data
table view reflects the latest version of the data table model that contains the data from the most
recent trial.

To view the table, the user slides the table completely onto the canvas from the margin.

Once the user has finished viewing the table, he/she may slide it back to the margin.  Also, if the
table is still fully visible and the user clicks/engages the canvas anywhere outside the boundaries of
the table object, the table will automatically slide back to the margin.

The user can repeat this viewing process as many times as he/she prefers between trials.

The table stays in the margin until further action is taken by the user, such as changing wheels,
changing ramp dimensions, or running another trial.  Once any of these actions are initiated, the
table should automatically slide completely out of view from the margin position.

Change Wheel(s)
Before each trial, the user can change the wheel on each ramp track that already contains a wheel.

First, the current wheel should be removed:

1. user drags wheel instance from track
2. user releases wheel instance and it disappears
3. ramp model is updated with track number and wheel diameter (= 0)
4. track label view reflects new diameter listed in ramp model (0)
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The user can then add a new wheel as described in the Add Wheel(s) section above.

Alternatively, instead of removing the original wheel, the user can simply change the existing wheel
instance:

1. user drags wheel instance from track
2. user changes wheel diameter with pinch gesture
3. user drags new size wheel instance back to same track
4. ramp model is updated with track number and new wheel diameter
5. track label view reflects new diameter listed in ramp model

Change Ramp
Before each trial, the user can adjust the height and length of the ramp:

1. user initiates “change mode” by pinching anywhere on the ramp
2. rulers and “slider tabs” (with numeric labels showing current height/length of ramp)

appear along the height and length edges of the ramp
3. user can increase/decrease length and height of ramp simultaneously with pinch gesture (in

or out)
a. the width of the track should remain constant, no matter the length and height
b. user can manipulate length and height individually by dragging each slider tab

4. user can exit “change mode” by clicking outside boundary of ramp object
a. alternatively, provide a “Done” button for user to press

Note: it is not necessary to display wheels on tracks (or track labels) during ramp adjustments --
these can be reloaded once ramp adjustments are done.

Also, a larger ramp means that the camera will need to “zoom out” to accommodate the view.  This
zooming should happen automatically upon completion of ramp adjustment.  Wheels and track
labels should be scaled accordingly to fit the new ramp size (to help create the illusion of user
distance from ramp).

Review Trial(s)
Once the user has completed two trials, he/she has the option to review previously run trials.  Below
is the procedure for activating a trial review, using the completion of Trial 4 as an example:

1. Trial 4 is completed, the data table appears in the margin
2. User slides table into full view

a. Table is interactive, all populated rows are selectable
3. Student selects row of data pertaining to Trial 2

a. Selected row is highlighted
4. Wheels and labels from Trial 4 are removed from the ramp
5. Ramp dimensions are automatically adjusted to those used in Trial 2

a. camera zooms in or out to accommodate new size ramp
b. table returns to margin
c. data from selected row added as row of labels in top margin of ramp, especially

ramp height, length, and completion time
6. Wheels and labels from Trial 2 are placed on track(s)
7. Review controls appear at bottom of ramp

a. slider bar - bidirectional scrub through entire trial playback
b. play button - click and watch (repeatable)

8. “Write Argument” button appears
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9. User, satisfied with review, clicks button to proceed to argument writing (constructed
response)

a. in other cases, if less than four trials have been completed, user may continue to run
trials after completing review, or proceed to argument writing

Constructed Response Assessment
Once the user engages in the constructed response assessment, the ramp disappears from the
canvas.  A textual prompt is displayed to the student:

Use the text area below to write an evidence based argument about the effect of
wheel diameter on wheel speed when rolled down a ramp.  Use data from the table as
evidence to support your argument.

Once you have written your argument, you may highlight portions of the data to
connect directly with highlighted portions of the text.  Simply highlight part of the
text you’ve written and then highlight a section of the data table, and then confirm
the connection.

Simultaneously, an open-ended text input component is displayed, and the data table again slides in
the margin.  The user has the choice to slide the table into full view on the canvas, but it is not
forced.  Should the user choose to view the table in full: the table, the text input area, and text
prompt should all be simultaneously visible on the canvas.

Once the user has entered text in the input component, he/she may create connections with the
data:

1. user highlights section of input text
a. if text is highlighted while the table is still in the margin, the table should

automatically slide into full view on the canvas once the user has completed the text
highlighting action

2. user highlights section of table data (any combination of cells, rows, or columns)
a. user may also conduct these highlight actions in opposite order (table, then text)

3. linkage line automatically drawn between highlighted sections across components
4. dialog box appears over linkage line, user must confirm linkage

a. if user confirms, linkage becomes permanent
b. if user cancels, the linkage line disappears and both highlights are removed

If the user alters a text passage that has previously been highlighted and confirmed as a linkage,
the linkage will not be broken.  The user may actively delete any linkage by clicking the linkage and
confirming deletion.  If the user completely deletes the highlighted passage of text, the linkage
should be automatically deleted.

Once the user is satisfied with his/her argument and linkages created, he/she clicks the “Submit”
button at the bottom of the text input component.  This initiates the task conclusion.  Text and
linkage data are recorded.  The text input and data table components slide off the canvas.

Task Conclusion
The previous prompt in the text area is replaced with a new prompt:

Thanks for submitting your argument!  Good job with the experiments.  You may now
close the browser window.
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<< End of Task >>
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